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WHAT IS USER-CENTERED DESIGN? 

• User-centered design (UCD) is an approach to design that grounds the process in information 
about the people who will use the product.  

• UCD processes focus on users through the planning, design and development of a product.  
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USER-CENTERED DESIGN: An International Standard 

There is an international standard that is the basis for many UCD methodologies. This standard 
(ISO 13407: Human-centred design process) defines a general process for including human-
centered activities throughout a development life-cycle, but does not specify exact methods.  
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In this model, once the need to use a human centered design process has been identified, four activities form the 
main cycle of work: 

Specify the context of use 
Identify the people who will use the product, what they will use it for, and under what conditions they will use it. 

Specify requirements 
Identify any business requirements or user goals that must be met for the product to be successful. 

Create design solutions 
This part of the process may be done in stages, building from a rough concept to a complete design. 

Evaluate designs 
The most important part of this process is evaluation - ideally through usability testing with actual users  

The process ends - and the product can be released - once the requirements are met. 
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A TYPICAL UCD METHODOLOGY 

• Most user-centered design methodologies are more detailed in suggesting specific 
activities, and the time within a process when they should be completed. 

• In this version, the UCD activities are broken down into four phases, with suggested 
activities for each phase. The phases are: 

• Analysis Phase 

• Design Phase 

• Implementation Phase 

• Deployment Phase 
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ANALYSIS PHASE 

• Meet with key stakeholders to set vision 

• Include usability tasks in the project plan 

• Assemble a multidisciplinary team to ensure complete expertise 

• Develop usability goals and objectives 

• Conduct field studies 

• Look at competitive products 

• Create user profiles 

• Document user scenarios 

• Document user performance requirements 
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DESIGN PHASE 

• Begin to brainstorm design concepts and metaphors 

• Develop page flow and navigation model 

• Do walkthroughs of design concepts 

• Begin design with paper and pencil 

• Create low-fidelity prototypes (sketches) 

• Conduct usability testing on low-fidelity prototypes 

• Create high-fidelity detailed design 

• Do usability testing again 

• Document standards and guidelines 
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IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 

• Do ongoing heuristic evaluations 

heu∙ris∙(c  Enabling a person to discover or learn something for themselves 

• Work closely with delivery team as design is implemented 

• Conduct usability testing as soon as possible 
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DEPLOYMENT PHASE 

• Use surveys to get user feedback  

• Conduct field studies to get info about actual use  

• Check objec<ves using usability tes<ng 
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USER 
TESTING 
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WHAT IS USER TESTING? 

In a user test, a product or service is tested by real users carrying out real tasks in realistic 
conditions. 

A user test will identify aspects of a design that cause users difficulty, confusion, or 
misunderstandings. These may lead to errors, delays, or in extreme cases inability to 
complete the tasks for which the product or service is designed.  

For example, a user test can answer the following questions about the elements of a user 
interface and the contents of the service:  

• Do users know it is there? (functionality/buttons/etc.) 

• Do they understand it? 

• Can they understand how to operate it? 

• Can they use it successfully to complete the tasks it is designed for? 

The evidence is objective and realistic, not based on personal opinion or speculation. 
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BENEFITS 

For designers, user testing has the following benefits: 

• It gives confidence, by verifying that real users can use it successfully, or identifying what 
prevents them from doing so 

• It helps designers understand users and see things from their perspective, so that they are 
more likely to design something that works for users the first time 

• Video evidence and user test reports can be used to communicate issues to other people 
involved in the development or implementation process 
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WHAT HAPPENS IN A USER TEST? 

The actual testing is just one part of a methodical procedure that involves the following stages: 

• Planning the test 
• Recruiting users 
• Scripting tasks and scenarios 
• Running and observing user sessions 
• Collecting data 
• Analyzing the observations and data 
• Reporting issues and recommendations 

Typically, users are asked to "think out loud" while they are carrying out a task. What they say 
reveals their assumptions or beliefs about the product or service, their goals or intentions, and 
any confusion or misunderstandings. Combined with observations of what the users actually do, 
this allows the testers to determine why they are having difficulties, making errors or getting 
stuck. Testers usually remain silent, but may sometimes ask the user questions, either during or 
after the task, to clarify issues or gather further information. 

In addition to these qualitative observational tests which reveal the existence and causes of 
difficulties, testers may also carry out separate quantitative performance tests. They may 
measure the time required to complete specific tasks or the error rates at various points in the 
design. 
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WHEN SHOULD YOU DO USER TESTING? 

User testing can be carried out at any stage of a design, from the initial drawings, through 
successive prototypes, to the final product.  

Do it as early as possible in the design process, so that fundamental problems are 
eliminated before further design work is carried out. 

The best general approach to testing is to start early and test often, using an iterative 
development process of design, test, modify, design, test, modify, etc. 
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